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Average
training
time (hours)

Cost per hour
(GST Inc)

Electronic Magnifiers

2-3

$130.00

Handheld Electronic
magnifiers

1-2

$130.00

Scanning and Reading
equipment

2-3

$130.00

10 - 12

$130.00

Item

Computer
Software

* Minimum booking one hour (charged at 15 minute increments thereafter).
The RSB provides clients with a unique experience to view, test and select their own equipment
from a range of Adaptive Technology Suppliers. The RSB does this to ensure that the client has
the choice of product that best meets their individual needs.
The RSB works with a range of Adaptive Technology Suppliers and can purchase the equipment
on behalf of the client or enable the client to purchase directly from the supplier.
All repairs, maintenance and warranties are directly with the Adaptive Technology Supplier. The
RSB takes no responsibility for repairs, maintenance and warranties of equipment.
Please note - Not all services are available at each office location. Contact your local RSB office for
information on the services offered near you.
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Electronic Magnifiers
Electronic magnifiers are aids that
consist of a camera and monitor,
although a TV or computer screen
may be used in place of the monitor.

Prodigi Duo 20”
Overview:
The unique Personal Vision Assistant that
incorporates both a table-top magnifier and a
hand-held magnifier in one easy-to-use package.
Includes a lightweight, portable 5” HD magnifier
with a touch screen, that docks right into the
table-top unit.
Switch from reading documents to listening to
them, with the tap of a finger.
Cost:
$5,085

Prodigi Duo 24”
Overview:
The unique Personal Vision Assistant that
incorporates both a table-top magnifier and a
hand-held magnifier in one easy-to-use package.
Includes a lightweight, portable 5” HD magnifier
with a touch screen, that docks right into the
table-top unit.
Switch from reading documents to listening to
them, with the tap of a finger.
Cost:
$5,485
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The magnification level is much greater than a
hand magnifier and often combines a choice of
foreground and background colours. Available in
desktop or portable variations.

Electronic Magnifiers
Prodigi Desktop 20”
Overview:
The unique and affordable table-top magnifier
that makes seeing and reading comfortable and
efficient.
Switch from reading documents to listening to
them, with the tap of a finger.
Cost:
$3,885

Prodigi Desktop 24”
Overview:
The unique and affordable table-top magnifier
that makes seeing and reading comfortable and
efficient.
Switch from reading documents to listening to
them, with the tap of a finger.
Cost:
$4,185
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Electronic Magnifiers
Smartview Synergy
SI 22”
Overview:
Whether you’re dealing with macular
degeneration, diabetic retinopathy or any other
low vision eye condition, the SmartView Synergy
SI helps you see the world better, so you can
maintain your independence.
Cost:
$3,280

Smartview Synergy
PI 23”
Overview:
Read faster and longer with ease
and comfort!
Progressive Image improves view
of text in movement.
Great for reading novels, newspapers, food
packaging, medication bottles and more.
Optimized to display a brighter and smoother
high-quality image for all types of materials.
Magnification: 3.7x – 75x.
Cost:
$3,080
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Electronic Magnifiers
Smartview 360 19”
Overview:
Magnifies to help you clearly see the
world around you.
Simply rotate, point and position the camera to
see across a room, enlarge
any text.
Great for viewing the blackboard, completing an
exercise in a workbook, using reference books.
New SONY camera for sharp, clear
and stable image even in low-light.
All-in-one portable unit: built-in screen
and handle.

Useful auto-savings parameters.
iPad connectivity: mirror the iPad display for a
larger view.
Cost:
$2,580

Topaz 24”
Overview:
Clear, vivid image.
Ergonomic design with easy-to-use controls.
Directed LED lighting for a bright
work surface without glare.
8.25 inches of workspace under
the camera.
Extra large reading table.
30 customizable high contrast text
color modes.
Freeze Frame.
Easily adjustable monitor.
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Cost:
$2,985

Electronic Magnifiers
Onyx 24”
Overview:
Self-contained and easy to carry.
Three-in-one flexible camera with distance,
document, and self-views:
In distance view, even objects from across large
rooms or auditoriums can be seen in sharp focus.
Document view gives you the ability to magnify
items such as reading materials, daily business
tasks, classroom assignments, product labels, and
craft projects.
With self-view, you get a magnified true mirror
image close up.

ClearView C 24”
HD monitor
Overview:
The new Optelec ClearView C Flex is a unique
desktop video magnifier that improves your
reading experience. The space saving design
provides you with more working space to read
and write without being restricted in movement.
Cost:
$4,530
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Choice of monitor sizes: widescreen
20-inch, 22-inch, or 24-inch.
Magnification up to 125 times the original size,
depending on monitor.
Cost:
$4,015

Electronic Magnifiers
ClearView C 24”
HD WideView
Overview:
The new Optelec ClearView C is a modern
desktop video magnifier that is designed to
improve your reading experience. The unique
design provides you with more working space to
read, enjoy craftwork, or write with comfort and
ease without being restricted in movement.
Cost:
$4,780

ClearView C Flex 24”
HD Speech
Overview:
The new Optelec ClearView C Flex with Speech is
a unique space saving desktop video magnifier
that is designed to improve your reading
experience. Select your preferred reading voice
and sit back, relax, and listen to documents as
they are read aloud. Combining a clear voice with
magnification or high contrast makes reading so
much easier.
Cost:
$6,800
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Electronic Magnifiers
ClearView C Speech 24”
HD Speech
Overview:
The new Optelec ClearView C is a unique video
magnifier that is designed to improve your
reading experience. The unique design provides
you with more working space and helps you to
read your favourite newspaper, enjoy craftwork
or write a cheque without being restricted
in movement.
C-ing without limitations.
Cost:
$6,780

ClearView C Flex 22”
monitor
Overview:
The new Optelec ClearView C Flex is a unique
desktop video magnifier that improves your
reading experience. The space saving design
provides you with more working space to read
and write without being restricted in movement.
C-ing without limitations
Cost:
$3,820
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Electronic Magnifiers
ClearView C 22” monitor
Overview:
The new Optelec ClearView C is a unique desktop
video magnifier for people with low vision.
The unique design looks great in the interior
of your home and offers a comfortable reading
experience.
Cost:
$4,070

i-See ED 22”
Overview:
The i-See ED is an Enhanced Definition video
magnifier offering the user stunning picture
quality, combined with an array of options and
stylish ergonomic design, at
an affordable price.
Cost:
TBA
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Electronic Magnifiers
Merlin HD 24”
Overview:
The new affordable Merlin ultra offers full highdefinition colour and contrast, resulting in sharp
crystal clear images and vibrant colour accuracy.
Merlin ultra’s new Sony® Full HD camera allows
for a wide field of view, displaying more text on
the screen in amazing detail. Simply the greatest
value and best picture quality available in HD
desktop magnification, there’s even more to see
with Merlin ultra!
Cost:
$4,780

Acrobat HD 24”
Overview:
Acrobat HD ultra’s new Sony® Full HD 3-in-1
camera provides the best image quality available
today! Enjoy brighter sharper colours and
bold contrast with this feature rich electronic
magnifier. A wider field of view allows you to see
even more of what you want!
Cost:
$3,670
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Electronic Magnifiers
Acrobat Mini HD 24”
Overview:
See near, far and everything in between with
Acrobat HD-mini ultra. Full high definition allows
you to experience vivid colors and contrast,
giving you a beautiful crystal clear picture and
vibrant display. Its small footprint and lightweight
design provides true portability from the
classroom to home and work. A generous 13.3”
display offers a large field of view, allowing you to
see more on the screen. Easy to set up and ready
to use, just take it out of its optional rolling case
and you’re ready to magnify in seconds!
Cost:
$2,930

Prodigy Connect 12”
Overview:
The Prodigi Connect 12’ is a highly portable
digital magnifier and 12-inch tablet that features
an open Android platform with access to more
than a million apps and native synchronization to
Google’s suite of tools.
Cost:
$3,695
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Electronic Magnifiers
Traveller HD
Overview:
With the Traveller HD, you can read anywhere: at
a table, on the couch, in a lounge chair and even
in bed! It is small and portable, so you can easily
take it with you to use it at home, in the office, at
school, on holiday, or anywhere you need to read.
Cost:
$4,750

Topaz PHD
Available in 13” & 15”
Overview:
The lightweight TOPAZ® PHD offers the comfort
and productivity features of a desktop video
magnifier but folds away like a laptop. With
auto-focus, a wide magnification range, intuitive
controls, six default and 27 customizable highcontrast colour modes, and adjustable reading
lines and masks, the new TOPAZ PHD offers the
freedom to independently read and view the
details that matter in the home, office, classroom,
or on the go.
Cost:
$3,080
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Handheld electronic magnifiers
Portable Magnifiers are pocket size
light weight versatile electronic
magnifiers.

SmartView Versa 4.3”
Overview:
Easy to use electronic handheld magnifier.
Magnify images up to 15X.
Large, simple to use buttons, large color LCD
display.
Autofocus for optimal viewing distance.
Writing stand or flip out the handle for optimal
viewing.
Cost:
$680.00

I-LoView 7”
Overview:
Easy to use electronic handheld magnifier.
Magnify images up to 15X.
Large, simple to use buttons, large colour LCD
display.
Autofocus for optimal viewing distance.
Writing stand or flip out the handle
for optimal viewing.
Cost:
$1,420
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They are easy to carry wherever you go. They
offer a range of magnification and a variety of
contrasts such as colour, black and white and
reverse contrast. Most models have a built-in
rechargeable long life battery.

Handheld electronic magnifiers
ReadIt Air
Overview:
Is a compact, lightweight portable camera that
works with the ReadIt software and enables
instant access to printed documents converting
them to large print and text-to-speech output.
The ReadIt Air is for any visually impaired or blind
computer user, who wants near instant, easy and
accurate access to printed text.
Cost:
$2,440

Ruby XL HD
Overview:
5-inch widescreen LCD.
2x –14x continuous zoom.
Built-in reading stand.
Easy flip-out handle.
Fast reading with no blur.
Lightweight design at 10.5 oz.
3 hours continuous use.
20 high-contrast colour viewing modes.
Freeze Frame with adjustable magnification.
Save up to 80 images and send to computer with
USB.
Reading Line and Masks.
Cost:
$1,130
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Handheld electronic magnifiers
Compact 5 HD
Overview:
Experience a revolutionary breakthrough in
electronic handheld low vision technology with
the Compact 5 HD.
In high definition, you can now read from glossy
magazines, letters, displays and price tags.
Lightweight, always in focus and easy to use, the
Compact 5 HD is the first true replacement of
the traditional optical magnifier that will grow
with your needs with the lowest and widest
magnification range from 1.5 to 18 times zoom.
Cost:
$1,900

Compact 7 HD
Overview:
Imagine using a high definition magnifier
providing a greater overview and more words
per line combined with the best available image
quality. The Compact 7 HD integrates the largest
screen available in the Optelec Compact product
family; still it is small enough to be carried easily
from one location to another.
Cost:
$2,620
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Handheld electronic magnifiers
Pebble HD 4.3
Overview:
Pebble HD boasts a new HD camera providing
a crisp, clear, colorful, high definition picture.
A new ergonomic lightweight compact design
makes it the perfect companion whether at home
or on the go. Carry Pebble HD in your purse,
pocket, or clip it on your belt with the included
carrying case.
Cost:
$730.00
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Scanning and reading equipment
Scanning and reading equipment are
a solution for reading a wide variety
of printed material.

SARA CE
Overview:
Freedom Scientific’s SARA CE (Scanning And
Reading Appliance, Camera Edition) is a selfcontained scanning and reading appliance for the
blind and those with low vision. This new edition
of the SARA features a camera for faster scanning.
Cost:
$3,040

ClearReader+ Basic
Overview:
Combines fast text-to-speech and a choice of
high quality naturally sounding voices, all in an
attractive portable design. The ClearReader+
Basic is mains-powered only.
Cost:
$4,680
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The equipment uses optical character recognition
(OCR) technology to scan text and then read it
aloud. It can store and remember the contents of
scanned pages.

Scanning and reading equipment
Pearl with OpenBook
Package
Overview:
The PEARL camera with OpenBook software
package gives blind and vision impaired users
instant access to printed material.
Cost:
$2,330

Eye-Pal Ace
Overview:
Electronic magnifier and reader all in one.
Cost:
$3,400

Read Easy Move 2
Overview:
Is a portable machine that reads to you. It
translates any printed text into crystal clear
speech within seconds. It has an intuitive control
system comprising just 6 buttons and is ideal for
users of all ages.
Cost:
$3,495
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Computer Software
The Computer software is specialised
screen magnification
and screen reader software.

ZoomText – Magnifier
Overview:
ZoomText Magnifier enlarges and enhances
everything on your computer screen, making all
of your applications
easy to see and use.
Cost:
$560.00

ZoomText – Magnifier/
Reader
Overview:
ZoomText Magnifier/Reader is a fully integrated
magnification and screen reading program that
enlarges, enhances and reads aloud everything
on the computer screen.
Cost:
$780.00
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The screen magnification software is designed to
increase the size of everything on your computer
screen. The screen reader has a speech output
allowing the computer to read out documents
and emails as well as providing audio feedback.

Computer Software
ZoomText – Mac
Overview:
ZoomText Mac is a powerful computer access
solution designed for the visually impaired.
Through a combination of magnification,
reading tools, as well as enhancements to
colours, pointers and cursors, using your Mac
is fun and enjoyable, even when you have a
visual impairment. Now you will be able to see
everything on your Mac, providing you with
complete access to applications, documents,
email and the Internet.
Cost:
$635.00

ZoomText – USB
Magnifier
Overview:
Computers have become ever-present in our
lives, and so has our need to access and use
computers everywhere we go; at home, at
school, at work, even in libraries and other public
facilities. To make ZoomText readily available
to individuals that need it, Ai Squared has
introduced “ZoomText USB”– ZoomText on a USB
flash drive that users can conveniently carry with
them and use at any time.
Cost:
$680.00
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Computer Software
Magic Screen
Magnification Software
Overview:
Computer users with low vision can take control
of web and software application pages with the
help of MAGic.
Cost:
$500.00

JAWS Screen-Reading
Software
Overview:
JAWS is a powerful accessibility solution
that reads information on your screen using
synthesized speech. JAWS provides many useful
commands that make it easier to use programs,
edit documents, and read web pages.
Cost:
$1,420
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Daisy Players
DAISY is designed to be a complete
audio substitute for print material.

RealSam Device
Overview:
RealSAM, is a mobile device with an interactive
spoken interface that allows users to search and
navigate a wide range of media, and have books
and articles read to them.
Cost:
$399.00

Victor Reader Stream
Overview:
Handheld media player for the blind
and visually impaired.
Plays DAISY books, MP3, MP4, EPUB,
and many other media formats.
Easy access to over 36,000 web radio stations.
Wireless access to rich media content.
Records voice and media with built-in
microphone or line-in.
Two built-in, human-sounding voices for
a pleasant text-to-speech experience.
Built-in wireless networking capability.
Cost:
$435.00
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They are specifically designed for use by people
with “print disabilities,” including blindness,
impaired vision, and dyslexia.

Mobile Devices
Many of today’s mainstream
devices have inbuilt accessibility
options which allow people who
are blind or vision impaired use
this new technology.

iPhone 6
Overview:
Available in silver, gold and space grey, iPhone 6
Plus features an A8 chip, Touch ID, faster 4G LTE
wireless, a new 8-megapixel iSight camera with
Focus Pixels and iOS 8.
Cost:
$999.00

iPhone 6 Plus
Overview:
Available in silver, gold and space grey, iPhone 6
Plus features an A8 chip, Touch ID, faster 4G LTE
wireless, a new 8-megapixel iSight camera with
Focus Pixels and iOS 8.
Cost:
$1,149

iPhone 6s and 6s Plus
Overview:
Available in gold, silver, space grey and rose
gold, iPhone 6s Plus features an A9 chip, 3D
Touch, ultrafast 4G LTE Advanced wireless, a
12-megapixel iSight camera and iOS 9.
Cost:
Starting from $999.00
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Accessibility options on Mobile Devices
for Blind and Vision Impaired clients.

Mobile Devices
iPhone 5 S
Overview:
Available in silver, gold and space grey, iPhone 5s
features an A7 chip, Touch ID,
4G LTE wireless, an 8-megapixel iSight camera
and iOS 8.
Cost:
$829.00 to $899.00

iPhone 5 C
Overview:
Available in green, blue, yellow, pink and white,
iPhone 5c features an A6 chip, 4G LTE wireless, an
8-megapixel iSight camera and iOS 8.
Cost:
$529.00

iPad Air 2 and iPad Air
Overview:
iPad Air puts all the computer you may ever need
into a simple piece of glass. Both versions of iPad
Air are incredibly capable, with desktop-class
64-bit architecture, gorgeous 9.7-inch Retina
displays and all-day battery life1. And the new
iPad Air 2 takes those capabilities even further
with Touch ID, the fast A8X chip and new cameras
– in a design so thin and light you have to hold
one to believe it.
Cost:
$499.00 to $1,019 (Different Variants)
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Mobile Devices
iPad Mini, iPad Mini 2
and iPad Mini 3
Overview:
Here’s proof that good things really do come
in small packages. No matter which iPad mini
you choose, you’ll be treated to a display that’s
sharp and vibrant, performance that’s fast and
powerful, and much more. With hundreds of
thousands of apps available, you can do more
than you ever thought possible.
Cost:
$299.00 to $899.00 (Different Variants)

iPad Pro
Overview:
With its expansive 12.9-inch Retina display, nearly
double the CPU performance of iPad Air 2 and
refined Multi Touch technology, iPad Pro adds
another dimension to that experience. It’s not just
larger. It’s an iPad that lets you be more creative
and more productive — at a whole new scale.
Cost:
$499.00 to $579.00 (Different Variants)

Apple Watch
Overview:
To make the best use of its size and location on
your wrist, Apple Watch has all-new interactions
and technologies. They let you do familiar things
more quickly and conveniently. As well as some
things that simply weren’t possible before. So
using it is a whole new experience. One that’s
more personal than ever.
Cost:
$499.00 to $579.00 (Different Variants)
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Mobile Devices
Galaxy S6
Overview:
One look tells you this is something remarkable
– a true masterpiece. Hold it and you won’t want
to let go. The contrasting textures of cool metal
and glistening glass combine to form the ideal
combination. Everything about this smartphone
feels incredible. Setting standards to admire, it
transcends fashion with an accomplished sense
of style.
Cost:
$999.00 to $1,299 (Different Variants)

Galaxy Tab A
Overview:
Galaxy Tab A with S Pen offers convenience and
functionality of digital handwriting with great
pressure sensitivity. Make use of the S Pen when
using applications such as Microsoft OneNote
and Microsoft Office Mobile.
Cost:
$999.00 to $1,299 (Different Variants)
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Contact us

Like us on Facebook
www.facebook.com/RSBfocus

Adelaide, SA Office
RSB Low Vision Centre (08) 8417 5599 | mail@rsb.org.au
RSB Community Services (08) 8417 5555 | centralcs@rsb.org.au
Metro and Regional Offices
Smithfield (08) 8417 5690 | northerncs@rsb.org.au
Mt Gambier (08) 8725 1921 | southerncs@rsb.org.au
Noarlunga Downs (08) 8417 5660| southerncs@rsb.org.au
Port Augusta (08) 8641 1980 | northerncs@rsb.org.au
Victor Harbor (08) 8552 9774 | southerncs@rsb.org.au
Kadina (08) 8821 2209 | northerncs@rsb.org.au
Hunter Region, NSW Office
151 Lambton Road Broadmeadow NSW 2292 | (02) 4088 4200 | rsbhunter@rsb.org.au
Canberra, ACT Office
Griffin Centre, 20 Genge Street Canberra ACT 2601 | (02) 6132 9200 | actreferrals@rsb.org.au
The Royal Society for the Blind (RSB) is a not-for-profit organisation and has Deductible Gift Recipient (DGR) status with the
Australian Tax Office. ABN 37 680 837 839 © 2015 The Royal Society for the Blind
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